A new version of the catalog of CH and related stars contains 244 field stars and 17 globular cluster stars. Here a list of these stars with their coordinates, their positions in the HR diagram and some statistical diagrams is presented. The catalog will soon be available in the printed and computerized versions.
Eg-v and distance moduli Vo -My from Peterson (1993) and Djorgovski (1993) . Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the field stars in galactic latitudes |fe|. The distribution of the same stars by apparent magnitudes V is shown in Fig. 2 . In the same figure, the hatched part of the histogram presents the distribution of 56 stars from the new and so far the largest source of the field CH-stars published by Beers et al. (1992, hereafter BPS) . Fig. 3 shows the M V ,(B -V) 0 diagram for these stars, based on the BPS data. These stars were considered by BPS as subgiant CH-stars. However, Fig. 3 shows that many of these stars are more luminous than subgiants. For a comparison, the same diagram but for stars of the CH90 catalog is given in Fig. 4 (1992) . TO are stars near the turnoff point, SG are subgiants and G are giants. • * e o* o o® 
